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Students rally to end sexual assault, violence

First annual "Take Back the Night" at Ursinus a rousing success

Cara Dressler

Last Friday, Oct. 27, Ursinus College students came together to take a stand against sexual assault and violence. Students Together Against Rape (S.T.A.R.) along with the help of many other organizations, pulled together UC's first ever "Take Back the Night."

"We just want to get the message out and let people know that there is support on campus," senior Meghann Olin said. The event was organized by Sexual Assault Awareness Week, which had an open mic, a candlelight vigil, and two others being cleared of all assault.

"We heard rumors and the student told the police," retired police officer McKinney said. "She also told police that they had taken pictures during the alleged assault."

The other two were visitors. Both are 21 in age and haven't made any reports.

Residence life then got in contact with the girl's parents.

"She said she was not going to tell the police," McKinney said. "And talk to her coach instead."

When both McKinney and the State Troopers arrived at the house, the three females involved claimed to have been assaulted. The police looked for semen, hair, and other evidence of the assault.

"The other two were victims, both are females," McKinney said. "The girl's statement determined that the three males forced her to perform oral sex."

"The three males then wanted to put her back in the party," McKinney said. "She said she was not interested in doing that."

The police were called to the scene, and the three males were arrested.

"She also told police that they had taken pictures during the alleged assault."
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The police were called to the scene, and the three males were arrested.
3rd-party candidates have tough time campaigning

**Greg Johnson & Kristine Severn**
Weekly News

**WASHINGTON—** Not too busy being Green, or Reform, or Constitution, Lieberman is still running.

The presidnetial candidates of these third parties get less time on television, less money for their campaigns, and sometimes, less respect.

And while several don't reach 1 percent of the vote in nationwide polls, they say that doesn't really matter. They are running to create a base of support for the future.

A new book on long-range political reform moverenrs, said Green President candidate Ralph Nader, who got just under 3 percent in national polls. "Rome wasn't built in a day. We're building for future generations."

Third parties form for different reasons. Some, like the Reform and Green parties, appeal to voters who say the traditional two parties have left them.

Others, including the Libertarian, natura- law and Constitution parties, advocate an entirely different approach to government.

Third parties have been credited with helping to break the two-party mold, with voters' compensation and the right to vote for women, said a spokesman for Natural Law candidate John Huglin.

But while these third parties have been successful in the past by championing single issues, Americans today want a broad-based party that offers a third option, he opined.

"The difference is today, with voters, the 'universe' of CLAY, two main parties at an all-time high, the ground is prone for the formation of a powerful new mainstream political party fueled by young people," Huglin's spokesman said.

Both Nader and Reform Party candid­ ate Pat Buchanan have tapped into that apathy, saying that the two major parties have converged in the middle, leaving no option for the true liberal or conservative.

On the campaign trail, Nader and Demo­ crats are OK to vote for, even if doing so takes votes from the Democratic Party candidate, Al Gore. He endorses Green and Republican George W. Bush as different figures of the same "permanent corporate establishment."

"They may be different linguistically, but not really," said Nader, atavistic for labor and more stringent en­ vironmental protection.

"If I made any difference to me if Gore won elected, I wouldn't be running.""

---

**Candidate Lieberman: Why Gen Y should care**

**Timothy Karp**
Weekly News

**MEMPHIS—** We've only been in the air maybe five minutes when I hear the bell and get the press secretary's wave. I carefully move through the campaign, the "Spin," while it's still gaining altitude and take a seat in the front of the plane, where Sen. Joe Lieberman is an "I want to talk with his shoes off after a long day of campaigning.

It's little more than a minute and, and it takes some courage on me part to ask the question. But for the next 10 minutes, the Democrat's vice presidential nominee and I have a relaxed conversation about politics, the election that will arrive in days and why Generation Y should care about it.

*Vote:* My first question is something that came up in the last debate. A college professor said that he was a lot of young people who feel that the issues that they care about aren't being talked about by the candidates.

And he asked them to respond. The people I've talked to have been really hip with the answers that were given. I think that they care about the environ­ ment, and there are other issues, but they do care about the prescription drugs story, the tax cuts.

---

**VF Candidate Lieberman: Why Gen Y should care**

**Lieberman:** Yeah. Here's what I'd say. The first thing is to convince young people that it's important to vote.

And I say here's where I get the impression that government will affect your life whether you've involved in it by voting or not. And it seems to me, always seemed to make sense to me since I was young.

This is a year in which every vote really is going to count.

So you have the chance to be a very distinct voice in the campaign and determine the kind of country into which they graduate, and whether there'll be opportunities for them, work opportunities.

... The biggest issue for us is that we can keep the prosperity going. And that would seem to me to be a big issue for students.

And then there's a lot of other issues.

And the first thing that I think is important is voting in the most recent election, because the differences between us are critical and clearer—us and Bush and Cheney.
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Suspects cleared of all charges in alleged assault at Ursinus

Operation Christmas Child: A shoebox makes all the difference

Yvonne Esteban

Got a shoebox? Just fill it! This year, Ursinus students and faculty are again filling shoeboxes for Operation Christmas Child, a relief and evangelism organization that sends shoebox gifts to poor children in Third World countries.

The operation is completely voluntary—many have never even seen Christmas presents before. But to Operation Christmas Child, a shoebox gift is a treasure and means the world to the children it reaches.

"At the time the UC senior was admitted back onto campus students received an informational phone message telling them that the investigation into the male student's involvement was over and that he had been cleared. That was not true. The polygraph test result showed that he had been officially cleared yesterday. He was officially cleared late last week, according to the Collegiate Police Department. The polygraph test result showed that he stood a good chance to be scary down there," they warned. "Really?!"

Upon entering, the trick-or-treaters were greeted with an overwhelming amount of spider webs and grey Bearwoods "eating" their own Stingy Symphony snacks.

"One tiny Big Bad Wolf growled at a bloody student and howled. "You don't scare me!"

BWC also managed to show the kids a great time as they crept through the spooky halls.

Houses were also decorated with the elaborate Quad decorations.

The lawyer then accompanied him to the police station. They wanted to take statements from the male student. Upon contact with the Ursinus senior, his mother told police that he would be submitting a written statement. The lawyer then accompanied him to the Collegiate Police Department and gave his statement.

In Central America, thousands of children were displaced by Hurricane Mitch. They wanted to take statements from the male student. Upon contact with the Ursinus senior, his mother told police that he would be submitting a written statement. The lawyer then accompanied him to the Collegiate Police Department and gave his statement.
IU student drops out after Knight firing

Liz Bethany
Address: Bloomington, IN

(U-WIRE) Bloomington—Freshman Kent Harvey and his brothers have officially withdrawn from Indiana University. The Office of the Registrar confirmed. Once a document is loaded into the Tumim system, the program cross-references it with more than 100 other manuscripts collected from papers submitted to the web site over the last three years, as well as online information that students are likely to plagiarize, found by the system.

When the paper has been searched, the system compiles the information found into a "originality report" that underlines text passages that are similar to online passages. The report indicates how much of the text is plagiarized and gives professors a breakdown of the violation.

Some students said the system is pointless.

"Why would you go through all that work," said Kent Harvey, "if it doesn't help you in academia." Har

But he added he is comfortable coming to campus because "Wanted: Dead or Alive" posters and burned Harvey effigies kept professors from making the decision.

"I want to see the interest in that fact to the point that the law is happy," said Melissa de la Rosa, the web site's director of student affairs, said.

"We don't think about doing the same thing," de la Rosa said. "We're just thinking about doing the next thing."

Most cases of plagiarism are caught before they are seen in libraries or newspapers. The paper shares a voice of two authors or it does not fit the assignment, Schnereger said.

While the Office of Student Conduct deals was a variety of academic dishonesty cases, including exam violations, unauthorized collaboration and providing false information, the admissions application should be due to plagiarism from electronic resources, Schnereger said.

Despite the increased use of electronic resources, the Office of Student Conduct has not seen a dramatic increase in dishonesty cases, Schnereger said. During the 1999-2000 academic year there were 133 referrals, fitting into the average range of 130-150 cases they have seen over the last few years.

Five of the cases ended in suspensions, one in an expulsion and two students had their admissions revoked. In another incident the instructor asked with the concern that they would lose the final grade on the assignment to a final class grade of S, Schnereger said. It was not a significant event as an educational process, Schnereger said. "We're not witnessing a diversity of some students. We don't believe that just because students moved up in one class, they will do better.

To me it seems like there is a complete lack of trust in students' or professors use the web site," said Kent Harvey. "It's just not something that we would definitely consider, coming to campus."

"I kind of wanted to go to IU/PUI until things settled down," he said. "But he added he is comfortable coming to campus."

"I didn't really feel comfortable going back to campus," Harvey said. "It was a lot harder to get back to campus after what it means to be masculine in this society and think about doing the same thing." Harvey was not trying to get Bob Knight fired. "I was trying to get away from it, not trying to get him fired."

"When police arrived at the scene, eight other officers were present," Schnereger said.

"All parties will be dealt with," he said.

"A person cannot give another person permission to assault them," Schnereger said.

IU student drops out after Knight firing

Maggie Gerard
Address: Bloomington, IN

"It with this that this happened to me," said Maggie Gerard, coordinator of V. of Florida. "I thought it happened to me." She did not feel they could come for­

"I don't think they feel comfortable doing this," she said.

"I hope to reach outside of this, to be a student," Knight said. "I have been placed under a zero-tolerance policy.
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Goldstein appointed Hillel Director

Qiana Diiano
Grizzly Staff Writer

Saturday for some students at Ursinus was a much-expected break from the hectic week, a chance to reflect spiritually and enjoy the fall. Many are spending time with family, friends, or local church services. However, the arrival of October brings with it the beginning of the Hillel season and the opportunity to explore Jewish Identity.

Jamie Johnston
Grizzly Staff Writer

Ursinus, along with other universities across the world, is beginning to offer a new service to its students: Hillel. Hillel is an organization that offers programming, supportive friendships, and a sense of community to Jewish students. The director of Hillel on campus is Dr. Seth Lionarons, who has been appointed to the position.

Study abroad in London, Florence next fall

John Johnston
Grizzly Staff Writer

Dr. Seth Lionarons, the director of Hillel, announced that he will be teaching a class on independent research while working in London over the spring semester.

EATURS

Annual Halloween Decorating Contest winners announced

Michaela Delano

On behalf of the Residence Hall Association, I would like to thank all of the participants in the Decorating Contest this year.
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The students that participate in the trip to Florence will live in apartments and be able to enjoy the sights and sounds of the city on their own. The trip will include visits to notable landmarks and art museums, as well as opportunities to experience the local culture.

Study abroad in London, Florence next fall

The students that participate in the trip to Florence will live in apartments and be able to enjoy the sights and sounds of the city on their own. The trip will include visits to notable landmarks and art museums, as well as opportunities to experience the local culture.

EATURS

Annual Halloween Decorating Contest winners announced

On behalf of the Residence Hall Association, I would like to thank all of the participants in the Decorating Contest this year. Every hall that decorated showed a lot of creativity and imagination.

EATURS

UC Crossword

Three of you who won will have your pictures in the coming week from your Resident Assistant.
Where's the Rush?

Shortening of rushing activities has some Greeks angry, upset

Sara Ewald

Grizzly Staff Writer

What is missing from Ursinus that is not normally found at this time of year? The answer is rushing. Rushing, the time when all Greek organizations on campus open their doors at 8 p.m. on most Friday and Saturday nights to all eligible freshmen and sophomores. It is a time of fan themes where the pledges, freshmen and sophomores meet and get to know the members of the Greek and the national organizations and vice versa. This year rushing is starting in mid-November, two to three weeks later than it has in the past. A lot of Greek organizations aren't happy about the change.

"I am upset and I don't like it. It seems to me to be Residence Life's way of trying to eliminate Greeks from this campus," Brian Sacks a junior and brother of Beta Sigma Lambda said.

"It stinks. Rushing is when you meet so many people, and shortening it is a bad idea," Jon Provold a sophomore and member of Phi Alpha Psi.

By pushing rushing back two weeks, Greeks lose that time to meet and get people interested in their organization. When rushing finally does start, it will be interrupted by Thanksgiving and Christmas break.

This is something that isn't new, but concerning the time crunch it may be detrimental.

Greeks may have to start having two rushes each weekend instead of just one to generate enough interest.

Up in smoke

Non-smokers fed up with UC students lighting up

Jamie Johnston

Grizzly Staff Writer

They can be found guarding the entrances such as Olin Bonbrighter or Wanner. There is no way to get around them. You just have to stick up with the swimming, smelly haze.

Greeks. Why do they seem to be increasing in size at Ursinus?

The students that don't smoke have to deal with all the havoc they cause.

"I think a lot of people smoke in college for something to do. And because a lot of their friends do." - Sarah Ewald, UC Student

...
A vote for Al Gore is a vote for our future

Geoff S. Bras
gazan留给h戟

Only a few more days remain in the campaign season and even in the recent re-campaign poll, things are close. But as college students, we need to understand the George W. Bush's idea that we think we are too young.
He said that himself, "higher education is not my priority." But a candidate's actions speak louder than words. George W. Bush is a self-proclaimed defender of education, and his policies show that he is committed to making education a priority. Therefore, the choice is clear: Bush or Gore.

Don't waste your vote on Majority Party candidates, elect Nader Nov. 7.

Geoff S. Bras

If you are planning to vote for George Bush or Ralph Nader, it may be too late to change your mind. Bush is the only candidate who will send a message to the American people and the Bush campaign is the only campaign to be truly honest about the issues. But as college students, we need to understand the Bush campaign and the Bush presidency.

Gazan & Rogers, P.C.

Don Copeland, Esq.

Check out the Mind Your Head Salon Special Student Discount Offers!

He said it himself, "higher education is not my priority." But a candidate's actions speak louder than words. George W. Bush is a self-proclaimed defender of education, and his policies show that he is committed to making education a priority. Therefore, the choice is clear: Bush or Gore.
Amidst campus safety concerns, are IDs the answer?

Kate Jerrick
Grady Jodl Water

I think it's fair to say that not all campus safety officers would argue that the recent string of attacks was a direct result of lack of security measures. The reality is that the attacks were committed by unaffiliated individuals, and in most cases, the attackers were not even on campus when they committed their acts. However, the recent events have raised questions about the adequacy of campus security measures and whether more could be done to enhance safety.

Many universities have implemented additional security measures, such as increasing the presence of security personnel, implementing stricter ID requirements, and enhancing surveillance capabilities. However, despite these efforts, some argue that more needs to be done to ensure campus safety.

The University of Michigan, for example, recently announced that they would be enforcing a strict ID policy, requiring all students and visitors to present an ID at all times. This move comes in the wake of a number of security incidents on campus, including the recent attack on a student at a sorority house.

There is a need for a holistic approach to campus safety, one that goes beyond the implementation of additional security measures. This approach should involve a comprehensive review of campus policies and procedures, as well as a strong focus on education and awareness.

One suggestion that has been made is the implementation of a buddy system, where students walk together in pairs or groups, especially at night or in areas that are not well-lit. This can help reduce the risk of attack and provide a sense of security.

In addition, there is a need for a stronger focus on mental health and wellness. Many students are dealing with stress and anxiety, and this can contribute to a lack of focus on safety.

Ultimately, it is up to all members of the campus community to work together to ensure a safe and healthy environment. This involves not only the implementation of additional security measures, but also a strong focus on education and awareness, as well as a commitment to mental health and wellness.

Sarah Johnson
Students make MTV debut on 'Total Request Live'

3 Ursinus *NSYNC fans part of Times Squares studio audience

James Matty

**Students make MTV debut on 'Total Request Live'**

Jenny Matty, Emily Callaghan and Kate Peterson go aboard for "NSYNC to appear live on episode of MTV's "TRL".

**Top Ten Horror Flicks**

Instead of going to see "Blair Witch 2", rent one of these:

1. Psycho: the 1960 masterpiece from the absolute master of suspense, Alfred Hitchcock. The character of Norman Bates, the shower scene, and "mother" are all so ingrained in our culture and overshadow every horror movie made after.


3. The Exorcist: William Friedkin's 1973 film that is so hilarious in this film and is so important to introduce a song that过分 about the relative importance of these films.

4. The Evil Dead 2: Not all horror films have to be terrifying. "Evil Dead 2" is frightening, yet funny and beautiful, almost comforting.

5. The Boondock Saints: This film pushes the audience to a greater work of art.

---

**Blair Witch 2**

The Blair Witch Project was a good film. However, the second one is a disaster. It seems to be trying to be more successful than the first one, but it failed to deliver the same level of suspense and fear.

Despite the poor quality of the film, the Blair Witch Project remains one of the most influential horror films of the 1990s.

---

**The Exorcist**

The Exorcist is a classic horror film that has become an iconic part of American culture. The story of a young girl being possessed by a demon and the efforts of two priests to exorcise her is both frightening and mesmerizing.

---

**The Shining**

The Shining is a masterfully directed film that combines atmosphere and tension to create a truly memorable horror experience. Stanley Kubrick's attention to detail and his mastery of the medium make this film a must-see for any horror fan.

---

**Psycho**

Psycho is considered one of the greatest horror films ever made. Alfred Hitchcock's masterpiece remains a touchstone for the genre and a classic of cinema.

---

**The Evil Dead 2**

The Evil Dead 2 is a classic film that combines humor and horror in a way that is both entertaining and frightening. The story of a group of college students who visit a cabin in the woods and unleash a demon is both funny and disturbing.

---

**The Boondock Saints**

The Boondock Saints is a film that combines action and horror in a way that is both thrilling and disturbing. The story of a group of brothers who take revenge on a group of gangsters is both gritty and action-packed.

---

**The Exorcist**

The Exorcist is a classic horror film that has become an iconic part of American culture. The story of a young girl being possessed by a demon and the efforts of two priests to exorcise her is both frightening and mesmerizing.

---

**The Shining**

The Shining is a masterfully directed film that combines atmosphere and tension to create a truly memorable horror experience. Stanley Kubrick's attention to detail and his mastery of the medium make this film a must-see for any horror fan.

---

**Psycho**

Psycho is considered one of the greatest horror films ever made. Alfred Hitchcock's masterpiece remains a touchstone for the genre and a classic of cinema.

---

**The Evil Dead 2**

The Evil Dead 2 is a classic film that combines humor and horror in a way that is both entertaining and frightening. The story of a group of college students who visit a cabin in the woods and unleash a demon is both funny and disturbing.

---

**The Boondock Saints**

The Boondock Saints is a film that combines action and horror in a way that is both thrilling and disturbing. The story of a group of brothers who take revenge on a group of gangsters is both gritty and action-packed.
Times Square trip lands 3 UC students on MTV's TRL

Continued from Page 1

said that I could request it live on the show. I continued to grovel over what I was going to say for a few times, and we were finally let in to be seated. The studio for TRL was very small. It looks small on television, but it sure felt it in real life. Courtesy seat us in the front row right in front of where the show's host, Carson Daly, would be standing.

Before the show went on air live, the cameramen were telling us that we would have to be very loud, scream a lot, wave at the camera constantly, and be really cute because TRL was the most fan we had ever had.

That's about all they told Carson finally came out that the "30 seconds" till air.

Now, let me mention a little bit about Carson.

Some girls think Carson is really hot, while others think he's a dork. I thought that he was more good-looking person, but wouldn't date him. Actually I probably would, but his personality was horrible.

He neglected to even say hi to the audience, but he did get a few waves with a "what a guy!" and then. He rolled his eyes quite a bit, and looked annoyed. We couldn't believe it.

The show finally began, and Carson introduced the first guest of the day, the R&B singer, Senna Williams.

It was weird to see her outside of the tanning salons and commercial, but overall she was a really cool person who cared for her fans.

The second guests were not really what we hoped to see on TRL.

The Offspring, who are famous for the hit, "Pretty Fly for a White Guy," were the next guest that day. They seemed to have no personality as they introduced the world premiere of their new video.

Being a part of the TRL audience was thrilling. The whole time we had to scream, yell, and clap.

But don't get me wrong, it was a great experience. Just seeing everything behind the scenes was interesting enough.

On our train ride home, we could not believe that we were actually on TRL. It finally hit us when we saw the video back at our apartment. We were on camera about times ten or so, and of course there was my television debut of requesting a video.

Overall, it was one of the coolest things that I have ever done.

Even though we didn't get to meet *NSYNC, we got the opportunity to see a lot of things that we would probably never have seen.

We are also on the *NSYNC list of fans now, so you will be seeing us on TRL the next time that they are on the show, I promise you.

Chronicle Staff

CD Review: Wallflowers' Dylan Breaches musical limits

Chuck Peelhalt

Greatly CD Reviewer

When Jacob Dylan first entered the music scene, one question lingered over his head: what does he have to do to step out of the shadows cast down by his legendary father?

Well, at May of 1996, Dylan and his band, The Wallflowers, answered that question with their multi-platinum album, Bringing Down the Horse.

Now continuing on their success, the band released the spectacular album Breach. This project is full of stories about faithful relationships, desperate lovers trying to keep that love alive, and sons who said that they would never amount to anything.

In Breach, you can see that Jacob can tell a story just like his father, Bob.

In the first song, "Letters From the Wantard," Dylan sings about falling in love, and the long journey "wakes up quick, and I wake up sick as you about and into these fields of rank and file."

Continuing on the theme of the pain of relationships, Dylan wrote the hit single "Sleepwalker."

Dylan sings, "Cupid don't draw back your bow, Sam Cook didn't know what I know. I'll never be your valentine."

In songs like these, the band demonstrates the sorrow that sometimes surrounds life.

Dylan relays the message to us that constantly haunts him: that he will never amount to anything.

The second track is the song, "Hand Me Down."

It starts off by saying, "You'll never amount to much, you won't be anyone. You'll never make us proud, you'll be a man doing me down."

He also reminisces on this theme on the fifth track, "Writters," when saying, "Sticks and stones may break my bones, but the names in here can kill."

Interpreted in The Wallflowers classic rock sound are elements that remind one of Bruce Springsteen, the Eagles, Tom Petty, and of course his father, Bob Dylan.

Each of these songs tells a story filled with vivid images, but the first six songs are unique. Each entices with a love story, and could be hit on the radio as well.

RATING: (out of 4 stars) ****

www.InternetSiteoftheWeek.com

This Week: www.thespark.com

Gain weight, get paid

Lauren Cherry

Co-Editor-in-Chief

I know, I know. I've reviewed this site before. But I'm urging you to look at it again, if you haven't lately. Now, most of us are trying to stay by exercising and eating right. But, imagine getting paid to gain weight while you sit around and do nothing.

That's what those clever people at Breach decided to do. They sent out an e-mail and advertised on their site their quest to find two people, one guy and one girl, who would be willing to move up to Boston for a month and live in an apartment that they paid for, to eat food that they provided, in an attempt to gain 30 pounds in 30 days.

To me, this would be a dream come true. Getting paid just to eat and sit around, and see how my body responds.

There were few requirements, but the pay put together the "fat project" kept things pretty有序. Everybody was weighed on a scale that measured body weight and body fat percentage.

Pictures were taken to show visible signs of weight gain. A chart was also provided to show progress and at times, lack of progress.

The two volunteers are entertaining as well. The girl, who's pretty damn skinny to begin with, was homecoming queen at high school. The guy doesn't seem like he had a day job at all, but is quick to mention a pony he's got during the month. Needless to say, they both got fat.

The best part of this is the honesty that the material is presented in. There is no need for lies put on weight loss, this is almost helpful to read about people trying to gain weight. There are facts of what the two consumed over the course of the month.

This is quite disgusting and unappealing.

So, if you've got some free time, click through this particular chapter of the spark.com's website. Don't really fun to compare and contrast. In fact, the weight gain challenge just ended this past Monday, so find out who was long enough to wait.

Area Concert Listings

The Tnocadero - 10th spotick

St. Pia, For info call: 215-932-8525

Friday, Nov. 3 - 8 p.m.

Dan Bern and his band, Erin Mckeown

Sunday, Nov. 5 3 A3 with Mosque Walker

Wednesday, Nov. 8 Hot Water Music with special guests Alkaline Trix, Strike Anywhere

TLLA 173 South St. more info: 215-622-9851 For ticket information or go to www.sfox.com

Monday, Nov. 6 - 8 p.m.

Goy Gutman, Evan Hapner and Matt Atts, with special guest Kevin Kinney

Wednesday, Nov. 8 - 8 p.m.

Blair Traveler

The Electric Factory - check out www.electricfactory.com

Tuesdays, Nov. 2, 8:30 p.m.

Dado, with special guest Dougath (ex-Soul Coughing)

Friday, Nov. 3 - 8 p.m.

Steve Good with guest/special artist: Amber Wills

Saturday, Nov. 4 - 8:30 p.m

Z107, Zebrahead

Tuesday, Nov. 7 - 8 p.m.

Foe Fighting

Wednesday, Nov. 8 - 10 p.m.

George Clinton and Parliament Funkadelic

Bryce Jordan Center

Located on PNC, main campus. call 814-655-5800 for tickets or visit www.pjc.com

Sunday, Nov. 5 - 7:30 p.m.

*NSYNC

Tower Theater - located on 69th, and in Upper Darby, (ex) 215-166-1227.

Saturday, Nov. 4 - 8 p.m.

Oumu. Sabo Mlo

Spring Break 2001! Cancun & Bahamas. Eat, Drink Travel For Free! Want a Campus Rep? Call USA Spring Break. toll free (877) 460-0677. For trip information, 25 Continuous Years of Student Travel! www.usaspringbreak.com

New Road Brewhouse

Student Night! Open Mic

No Cover $2.00 Drafts* Bring your band and play

Sunday Night Suda/Songs Karaoke Every Sunday Night 9-1 $1.00 Drafts* 10-12

Happy Hour Everyday 5-7 $2.00 beers half price

Try Our New Light Beer!

Call 814-863-5500 for reservations and to reserve your table for your party.

2001

*No credit card charges or surcharges

**Your reservation is non-refundable
Hundreds camp out in anticipation of PlayStation II

Michele Rogers
Minneapolis Star Tribune

(3-WIRE) MINNEAPOLIS—After a sleepless night standing outside in the cold, Heidi Bownum and Brian Henderson knew their day could only improve.

The University of Minnesota sophomores were just two of about 50 people around the Twin Cities who decided to camp out at area stores Wednesday night awaiting the arrival of Sony Computer Entertainment's latest innovation—PlayStation II.

All 5 a.m. the long wait paid off for Bownum and Henderson. Each was number this morning was here by 2 a.m.,” said Target manager David Parkin.

“We were prepared at 10:30 last night,” Henderson said. “Everyone who got here this morning was here by 2 a.m.,” Henderson and Bownum waited with more than 50 people at a Minneapolis Target in anticipation of the Thursday morning release of the video game machine.

By 8 a.m., Target officials finally opened the store to the waiting crowd, which was chanting “Zelda!”

Zelda is one of the new games released along with PlayStation II.

“We’ve had calls for the last two to three weeks from people wondering how many quantities we are getting in and if people can camp out overnight,” said Target manager David Parkin.

“Whenever the season, University students looking to be one of the first to own the new PlayStation II waited a long night to score their prize on Thursday morning. “If we do it again, it would have to be something I really wanted and weather conditions would have to be a lot better,” said Henderson.

“Without the food and beverages, it was a lot of people waiting. We have it! It’s hot stuff,” concluded Zepeda.

98 Degrees have a revelation about 'Una Noche'

Maria Brandt

VILLANOVA—The charms and good looks of the muscle-pumped, four-member boy band 98 Degrees will surely win you over.

Dropping at No.2 on the Billboard 200, the heart-throbbing quartet’s newly released album, Revelation, is a hot collection of all the attitude-grabbing, teen heart-melting, sappy pick-up lines.

Due and aggressively passionate, the boys band for Revelation selling just over 1.4 million copies in its first week of release.

The heart-throbbing quartet’s newly released album, Revelation, is a hot collection of all the attitude-grabbing, teen heart-melting, sappy pick-up lines.

The Cinematexas natives have mastered the art of pop music, just the right amount of smashing, rousing lyrics, spread up with upbeat notes.

When did these young, male models start to want not their bodies but rather their voices all over the runway of the music industry?

These ‘balladeers’, as they like to refer to themselves, were officially introduced to the world with their self-titled debut album, "98 And Rising."

This album might not have sold over 1.4 million copies, but it was nearly getting the attention of strangers while many people across the country with their recent hit single, "The Invisible Man."

After the chorus, the phrases were ringing endlessly and have not stopped ever since.

In fact, the door of opportunities has expanded.

Apart from creating fluttering hearts in many girls by sharing their mind-boggling, ear-queening vocals, the band members are also responsible for the composition of all of their songs.

Personal information regarding band members is willingly offered throughout the CD.

In Revelation, Nick professes his love for Dea Vincenti Simpson in a heartfelt, sweet entitled "My Everything."

Should they be expected to do an album? Alongside the chart topping "Give Me"... Just One Night (Una Noche), there are often up-tempo tracks that invite dance. "The Way You Want Me. He’ll Never... What I Used To Be To You? "You Should Be Mine. “Never Giving Up” are prime examples.

The album also features sweet, warm melodies, like “Yesterday’s Love,” “You Don’t Know,” and “The Way You Do It.”

This Week in Entertainment

Films debuting in Theatres Friday, November 3, 2000

Charlie’s Angels
The Legend of Bagger Vance
Billy Elliot

Films released to Video, DVD Tuesday, October 31, 2000

Frequency
Gossip
Return to Me

Music releases Tuesday, October 31, 2000

Goddsmack
Awake
Outkast
Stankonia
Jay-Z, Dynasty Roc La Familia 2000
Snoop Dogg, Dead Man Walking
U2, All That You Can’t Leave Behind

Survive Spring Break 2001! The Hottest Destinations/Hotels! Guaranteed Lowest Prices! Earn Cash & Free Trips
Campus Sales Reps. & Student Orgs. Wanted! Visit icept.com Or Call 1-800-327-6013 The Tribe Has Spoken!

Library Society

"The Mecca of the Ursinus College Creative World... with great coffee and tea to boot!"

Every Wednesday Night at 9:00pm
Zwingle Java Trench, 620 Main Street
Joyce on Cinema: 
**Forward no flop**

Bradley Joyce

*Staff Writer*

Pay it Forward is a fabulous movie that recently debuted starring Kevin Spacy, Helen Hunt, Jon-Bon Jovi and Haley Joel Osment. This film centers around the idea of paying people for favors. However, in this situation, the favors aren't paid back as we so often hear; instead they are paid forward. The brilliant idea was initiated by Osment's character after being motivated by seventh grade social studies teacher, Spacy. Hunt plays the part of an ectodermic mother who had both a drinking problem and an abusive husband to control. Her husband is played by Bon Jovi. The film is an inspiring approach to positive human interactions through the constant good will that one person passes on to another.

However, it was questionable as to whether or not the principle of "paying it forward" could create a utopia or if it would ultimately fail. It is left to the viewers' opinion as to whether the idea was a lasting success or just a temporary triumph over an impeccable world. It was somewhat overrated by Hunt, but overall it was certainly a top choice of films to be seen in the near future.

---

**UC Student Expression**

*Remember Me*

by Michael Pomante

You won't forget me. 
Like a migraine, I'll pound inside your head. 
My nails like the grim reaper, sent. 
Tearing the skin off of your back. 
Tearing your soul into two. 
Cascading pain. The evils of remembrance.

You won't forget me. 
Like a hungry wolf, my breath ragamuffin your cheek. 
My hand, like a noose around your neck. 
The torture of wanting to exhale. 
Cutting you off from the world. 
Helplessly whispering, Silently screaming.

Crossing the line.

You won't forget me. 
Testing your temper. 
You won't forget me. 
From a winter storm, a chilling breeze, you driven. 
My warmth tastes your trembling body. 
A hint of passion. 
A shower of revenge. 
Dry tears, Sobbing like a desert.

You won't forget me. 
From the darkness of night, your dreams, invaded. 
My thoughts are on the prowl.

The chase begins. 
The first to win will. 
Ferocious tenderness. Bloody piece. 
You will remember me.

---

**Church: Top 10 all-time horror films**

Continued from Page 1

5. Frieda: a bizarre and scary film, Tod Browning's 1922 film used actual deformed actors to play the roles in the films—hey, with a tagline like "can a full grown woman TRULY love a midget," how could you not like this movie?

6. Halloween: John Carpenter directed the original in 1978 with Jamie Lee Curtis as the high pitched scream-queen—a truly scary film.

7. The Thing: Another one from John Carpenter, this 1982 cult favorite is set in stark Antarctica, paying the way for great scenes involving some gorgeous moments that only Carpenter can pull off.

8. Frankensteins: the 1931 film God and Mammals captured the other side of horror director James Whale, director of Pretentious and Bride of Frankensteins. This 1931 work effectively used gothic techniques still employed in film today.

9. Texas Chainsaw Massacre: Tobe Hooper's 1974 cult classic spawned four sequels with more blood than Kubrick's ocean of blood from The Shining.

For an in-depth analysis of Hooper's films, talk to "Chainsaw Massacre" aficionado Cameron Brewer.

10. Jaws: Director Steven Spielberg once stood in an interview that given the chance to make jaws better, he would completely remove the shark from the "shoal-water" shot. The terror is executed perfectly a sleek ocean monster flies through the water and devours unsuspecting victims, all the while, we are aware that they're "gonna need a bigger boat."

---

**Calling All Writers, Poets, Photographers, Artists!!!**

Interested in submitting a poem, short story, photography, artwork etc. to "Student Expression?" E-mail: grizzly@ursinus.edu for details and ground-rules.

See your name in print next week!!!
**Bears drop heartbreaker to Mules on blustery day**

Senior quarterback Frank Vecchiola looks for an open receiver downfield as a Mules pass rusher heads his way during Ursinus' 21-19 loss to Muhlenberg this past Saturday, Oct. 28. The wind was a huge factor in the defeat, the Bears' second of the season, eliminating them from contending for possible berth in postseason play. Photo by Ken O'Keefe.

"The team showed a lot of character coming back after being down 21-0, especially the defense," junior Mike Dale said. "The Mules were led by freshman running back Matt Bernard as he single handedly put the Bears into hibernation, racking up 339 yards on 39 carries and three touchdowns. The Mules, who lead the Centennial Conference in total offense per game, were held only to 36-yards passing by the number one Bears defense, but their stellar rush attack led to a win.

The Bears were also held to a miniscule 48-yards passing, but their ground game kept them in the ball game. The Bears defens e once again held up in the second half with 3 sacks and se nior Joe Conte, who had eight of his own.

Although the weather was a factor in the game, spotting a team 21 points in the first half isn't going to get the job done. Bernard scored the Mules first touchdown in the first quarter with another DeGiosio run. The team showed a lot of character coming back after being down 21-0, especially the defense," junior Mike DeGiosio. Before the half, the Bears tucked on a 57-yard touchdown run by sophomore tailback Brian DeGiosio. However, the Bears couldn't complete the extra point attempt, giving Muhlenberg a 21-6 halftime lead.

The Bears came out in the second half as a new team, holding their opponent scoreless in the third quarter with another DeGiosio run. The Bears could not execute the two point conversion, leaving the score at 21-12. The Bears defense once again held up with 3 sacks left in the game. Senior Frank Vecchiola went into the end zone for a score, with a successful extra point attempt, making the score 21-19. A fake pass by the Mules with 1:58 left in the game sealed the disappointing fate for the Bears as they lost 21-19.

"It's a heartbreaking loss for me and the team, especially the seniors. We worked so hard all season for a chance for the postseason and that dream has now ended for those guys graduating," sophomore Chris Rahill said. The Bears will finish their season with two more home games against Keen College and Dickinson College. Ursinus will hopes to make the postseason ECAC game with an 8-2 record to finish the season.

"The team showed a lot of character coming back after being down 21-0, especially the defense." -Junior Mike Dale

---

**It's madness!**

Hoops squad scores big with annual slam-dunk, kick-off festivities

Ken Buewer
Special to the Grizzly.

It is a common celebration held at midnight traditionally to celebrate the beginning of the men's basketball season. "Midnight Madness" is a great way for students to come out and support the men's basketball team by helping them start the season with a bang.

On Saturday, Oct. 28 at midnight in the Field House, Gwynedd-Mercy and basketball team members went to take part in games, contests and fun. There were dunking contests, three point contests and free throw contests. It was great to see a big crowd come in tonight; sophomore Joe Luciano said.

The basketball players were allowing their fans to take pictures with them in the gym. One of those fans happened to be junior Matt Tuzman. He was glad to attend the midnight madness festivities. "I really enjoyed midnight madness; I especially enjoyed that cute basketball player Matt Tuzman," Catania chuckled. The event was a hit and students enjoyed the games, contests and entertainment of midnight madness.

Of course no celebration could be complete without pizza and refreshments. It was great to see the amount of support we got from the students. "Hopefully it will be a tradition that will continue for years to come," senior Rich Barrett said.

Sophomore Megan Barber attended the celebration and thought it was a big success. "I thought that midnight madness was a lot of fun and it was also great way to get the students together to kick off the basketball season," Barber said. The team now looks forward to their upcoming season and will hopefully be well attended by the student body.

"We look pretty good, in my opinion. We have two exciting conference players, a strong freshman squad and we should do well," Luciano said.

The Bears open their season at the King's Point Tipoff Tournament in New York on Saturday, Nov. 4.

"It's madness!" -Dan Millman

---

**Coach's Quote Of The Week:**

Swimming Coach Peter Thompson:

"Be guided by the best that is within you. In any situation ask, 'What would my highest self do?' and you'll know the right course." - Dan Millman
Breast cancer: What college students need to know

Meghan Rick

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women, outside of skin cancer. During the year 2000 an estimated 182,000 cases were expected to occur among women in the United States. It is the second leading cause of cancer death, following lung cancer. Approximately 40,000 women are expected to die from breast cancer just within this year.

Although the risk of breast cancer exists among the age group of 30 and older, college females and males in the 20-something age bracket should be diagnosed with it. The cancer increases and as the tallest statistics are mentioned, family history, personal history, family history, and heredity are very important. As a woman grows older, the risk of the disease increases, and the statistics show almost 82 percent of breast cancer occurs in younger ages between 20-30, and a higher for those who are 60 and above.

It is uncommon for breast cancer to be detected in women under the age of 35. Women who have had previous breast disease or other factors related to breast disease are also at a higher risk of contracting the disease. For women whose mother, daughter, sister, or other close relatives that have been exposed to this disease, their risk is also heightened. It is important to know the types of family members were when they were first diagnosed.

Genetics also plays a major role in determining risk factors for both women and men. Those who inherit an alteration in the BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene are at an inherited higher risk for breast cancer. According to the website for the National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Although breast cancer is low common in men, it does occur. In 1990, 1,000 men were diagnosed with breast cancer. For men, risk factors are not related risk factors, go to their website www.breastcan.org.

Since 1983, more women have been diagnosed with breast cancer. As concerns are voiced about the risk factors, causes are investigated. Breast Cancer Research Foundation and the National Institutes of Health have benefited the quest to explain the purpose of the disease.

The movement suggests that exercise is one, as already mentioned, is the foundation of National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. The month of October is dedicated to spreading awareness of the disease and stressing the vital importance of early detections. This organization sponsors events like the National Monument Day on October 25th in hopes of getting more women focused on the issue of breast cancer.

Another organization that attracts a younger crowd to the cause is “Boarding for Breast Cancer,” which is a non-profit and fundraising organization. It centralized around making women aware of the disease. Boarding for Breast Cancer, along with the NBC AM, contribute their efforts of dispersing the knowledge of good health practices and the crucial importance of early detection among young people through sporting and artistic events. Programs that the foundation sponsors were the Breast Cancer Snowboard & Music Festival, the Board-A-thon program, and attracting BCRV exhibiting at several sporting events, as well as previous Lili’s Left and Waxed Tours.

They have fundraised moneys for the Breast Cancer Fund, the Board, Komen Foundation and the Nina Hyde Center for Breast Cancer Research. The movement suggests that exercise is one, as already mentioned, is the foundation of National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. The month of October is dedicated to spreading awareness of the disease and stressing the vital importance of early detections. This organization sponsors events like the National Monument Day on October 25th in hopes of getting more women focused on the issue of breast cancer.

Another organization that dealt with the issue of personal safety on campus was T.A.R. who gave information on campus safety and how to take part on campus. They also had statistics and information on rape and domestic violence, and distributed information on “Take Back the Night” which is a night to take a stand against violence.

The Wellness Center was involved in the fair and representatives addressed many issues concerning violence that have been prevalent in the past few years. They focused on dealing with the common yet many issues concerning violence that have been prevalent in the past few years.

One definite benefit of health and fitness is that it is fun. It also improves self-esteem and can prevent the development of chronic diseases. The movement suggests that exercise is one, as already mentioned, is the foundation of National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. The month of October is dedicated to spreading awareness of the disease and stressing the vital importance of early detections. This organization sponsors events like the National Monument Day on October 25th in hopes of getting more women focused on the issue of breast cancer.

With the weather turning colder and fear of being seen as fat, many issues concerning violence that have been prevalent in the past few years. They focused on dealing with the common yet many issues concerning violence that have been prevalent in the past few years. Porphamons of the West Nile Virus were handed out, giving basic information on the virus as well as symptoms and precautionary measures.

Longhorns and the flax was offered by the Wellness Center in hopes that many illnesses that have turned up frequently, frequently on college campuses in recent years. Information concerning shots and vaccinations were also available, as well as a schedule for vaccinations was made.

Wood Dining Services was there to present information on healthy eating habits of fruits and vegetables, as well as many other healthy foods were available as well as give suggestions to students of how to eat healthy on campus.

Information on how to find the vegetarian meal while dining in the dining halls was also available, and many of the foods available in the dining hall that would satisfy the vegetarian diet while still providing all the necessary nutrients.

Tips for female lifters to make it big in the weight room

Katie O'Donnell

Weekly Sports Supplement

Thursday November 2, 2000

Annual health fair acquires new name, attitude

Natalie Reich

This past Wednesday in Winter Lower Lounge, the Annual Women’s Health Fair was held. The fair started at 11:00 a.m. and ended at 1:00 p.m. The name: The Wellness Fair. With the new name came a new attitude: everyone was involved, and everyone was addressed with a holistic health.

It is no longer an issue that should be specific to women.

“I know firsthand of the fear changed because it is not just addressed the whole student body, making everyone think about the different aspects of their health,” Cynthia Noff, a member of the Women’s Health Board, said.

There were many organizations featured at the Wellness Fair. These included the American Red Cross, Body Transit, Planned Parenthood and Health, and the Fitness House.

It was a perfect opportunity for newly born women to learn about their health care. It was the perfect opportunity to be present with the different health care providers.

It is no longer an issue that should be specific to women.

“Tears glad there has been a change because it is not just addressed the whole student body, making everyone think about the different aspects of their health,” Cynthia Noff, a member of the Women’s Health Board, said.

There were many organizations featured at the Wellness Fair. These included the American Red Cross, Body Transit, Planned Parenthood and Health, and the Fitness House.

It was a perfect opportunity for newly born women to learn about their health care. It was the perfect opportunity to be present with the different health care providers.

Since Heffelfinger has been under construction, the new home for UFC’s fitness center is now open.

Due to its lack luster attributes, the attendance has been extremely low, and some wonder why this is so. The problem is the perception that it has been the dominant sex to enter the weight room, which is keeping the females away.

Is it just the ugly black machinery that takes a turn in the track? Or is it the stench in the air? Or is it just the fact that females are not interested in weight training?

The fear that their physiques may become altered is a common fear. The problem is, however, that this fear is not based on physical training, including weight lifting, but has been a main reason why females have not taken part in this healthy activity.

In light of this, there are a few guidelines to follow when starting to lift. Start out slow with low weights and high repetition. Always lift what you can, not what you want.

Progression is the key.

Don’t worry about becoming too muscular; lifting is good for both males and females. In any sport, the risk of getting hurt is always there. Lifting helps prevent injuries. Strength training makes you less susceptible to athletic injuries. It strengthens your muscles, tendons, ligaments and connective tissues, protecting your body from potential damage on the field, track, or court.

Many females who incorporate strength training into an exercise regimen feel a boost of self-esteem and pride. Lifting weights can even help fight breast cancer like osteoporosis and heart disease as well.

It has also been suggested that exercise can prevent the occurrence of breast cancer.

Exercising with a friend might be the best way to make sure you can stay to do the workout extreme. It is especially helpful on those days when you don’t feel like going to the gym. Even if you don’t have a friend willing to commit to a weight training regimen, try to find someone that is at the gym to work out with so that you can both lend support.

Now with all of these positives to why women should work out, why isn’t there higher attendance at the gym.

We have got to get rid of this stereotyping and fear of being seen doing something that isn’t stereotypically what a girl usually does. It doesn’t matter if you’re an athlete or a non-athlete. Working out is for one’s own benefit and to better his or her body.

With the weather getting colder outside, this means that more people are getting ready to hibernate for the winter. Instead, why not come out and get in shape at the fitness center? It really isn’t that bad.

Once you start, you won’t want to stop.

Here are some exercises for the women’s spots here at Warped Tours.

Running: Leg press, leg curl, dumbbell flys, squats, leg press, calf raise, Military Crunch, triceps extension, curl, and calf raise.

Swimming: Leg extension, leg curl, dumbbell shoulder press, pull-over, abdominal crunch, pull-up, calf raise, military press, abdominal crunch, back extension, wrist curl, and calf raise.

Basketball: Power clean, leg extension, leg curl, bench press, back extension, military press, abdominal crunch, triceps extension, wrist curl, and calf raise.

Another organization that dealt with the issue of personal safety on campus was T.A.R. who gave information on campus safety and how to take part on campus. They also had statistics and information on rape and domestic violence, and distributed information on “Take Back the Night” which is a night to take a stand against violence.

The Wellness Center was involved in the fair and representatives addressed many issues concerning violence that have been prevalent in the past few years. They focused on dealing with the common yet many issues concerning violence that have been prevalent in the past few years.

Porphamons of the West Nile Virus were handed out, giving basic information on the virus as well as symptoms and precautionary measures.

Another organization that dealt with the issue of personal safety on campus was T.A.R. who gave information on campus safety and how to take part on campus. They also had statistics and information on rape and domestic violence, and distributed information on “Take Back the Night” which is a night to take a stand against violence.

The Wellness Center was involved in the fair and representatives addressed many issues concerning violence that have been prevalent in the past few years. They focused on dealing with the common yet many issues concerning violence that have been prevalent in the past few years.
Volleyball drops season finale to conference rival

Michael Pettit
Special to the Grizzly

On Thursday, Oct. 25, the Lady Bears lost in four sets to Wilkes College, 30-27, 26-30, 25-12, 22-25. The Lady Bears exited the Centennial Conference with a 13-17 record, and 3-7 in the conference.

Sophomore BJ Callaghan made five saves in the net for Ursinus, and sophomore Mike Okoye, a newcomer, scored on a pass off of sophomore David Filutow, 15 minutes left in the first half. During the second half, the Bears managed to muster up a small comeback.

Junior Mark Drinker posted the first goal for Ursinus off of the assist from senior Chris Warwick, and sophomore Mike Papenberg registered the second goal. However, Okoye's second goal for the Terriers assured the win for Western Maryland.

Sophomore Tim McDonald posted the saves for the Bear in goal. Keeper Ryan Defibaugh made nine for the Terror.

The two teams traded the bear in the net, but the Bears couldn't get anything going, as they were outscored 2-0 with his own unassisted goal.

Western Maryland's Mike Okoye, a mid-season newcomer, scored on a pass off of sophomore David Filutow, 15 minutes left in the first half. During the second half, the Bears managed to muster up a small comeback.

Junior Mark Drinker posted the first goal for Ursinus off of the assist from senior Chris Warwick, and sophomore Mike Papenberg registered the second goal. However, Okoye's second goal for the Terriers assured the win for Western Maryland.

Sophomore Tim McDonald posted the saves for the Bear in goal. Keeper Ryan Defibaugh made nine for the Terror.

The two teams traded the bear in the net, but the Bears couldn't get anything going, as they were outscored 2-0 with his own unassisted goal.

Western Maryland's Mike Okoye, a mid-season newcomer, scored on a pass off of sophomore David Filutow, 15 minutes left in the first half. During the second half, the Bears managed to muster up a small comeback.

Senior Darren Papenberg added an assist to his list of assists, and senior goalie 6-4, and Senior Dan DiBruno registered the same number between the pipes for Havre de Grace. Saturday Oct. 26, the Bears continued their stretch on the road as they traveled to Westminster, MD and finished the week after Homecoming.

The team wishes them much luck in all they do.

Men's soccer gears up for spring season

Ray Nogler
Special to the Grizzly

The Ursinus Men's Lacrosse team has just completed their first fall preseason as a Division III Centennial Conference team.

The team started the preseason in mid-September and finished the week after Homecoming.

On Sunday of Homecoming Weekend, the Bears traveled to Neumann College in Chester, Pa. In the tournament, they played Centenary College, Neumann College, and Delaware County Community College, losing all three games 18-1, 12-1, and 4-0, respectively.

It was a learning experience, freshman defender Dan McGowan said.

Throughout the three games, we got a lot to learn, and towards the end, we really came together as a team. McGowan suffered a fractured seventh, eighth, and ninthvertebrae in the second game against Neumann.

The team, which is made up of a majority of last year's starters, now has a Head Coach.

This was something they lacked as a club team last year. At the reigns this year is Carter Glenn, who most recently was an assistant coach at Neumann College.

The team now will work out alone, but on the field with an experienced crew.

Over Spring Break, the team is tentatively planning on making a trip to Florida for spring training. After they return from their training, the regular season will start.

Carter, who played lacrosse at Havre de Grace, spent his senior year.

"We'll get better as we gain more experience," Carter mulled.

While playing lacrosse, he also coached the club, but was given the opportunity to intermy into the local lacrosse Youth League in West Chester. During his senior year at Neumann College, he began coaching the junior varsity and varsity lacrosse teams at Kimberton High School.

From there, he took on the position of head coach of the varsity team at Friend's Central High School. After graduating from Neumann, he was offered a job coaching there and accepted it immediately.

He coached for two years when he was then offered by Neumann's head coach to Ursinus College.

The athletic director liked Carter's resume, and gave him the head coaching job.

Carter can now see himself someday on Ursinus' coaching staff, sporting a young coach's helmet and push, holding the stick to his head and quoting a black book on his head.

His players run smoothly and his players are determined to learn.

Carter has an optimistic attitude about Ursinus and the lacrosse program.

"Finally like Ursinus. Everyone's been nice and accommodating."

"The team is very dedicated to academics and athletics. I have high hopes for this team," he said. Along with coaching the man's lacrosse team at Ursinus College, he is also a substitute at the Phillips School in Malvern.

He lives in the area with his wife, Tori, and the couple have been married for eight years.

Even though Carter has grown up, his love for sports has never diminished.

Now, at 29, he has expanded this love to include mountain climbing, snowboarding, and extreme sports, "I like all sports," he said.

The Ursinus Men's Lacrosse team has just completed their first fall preseason as a Division III Centennial Conference team.

The team started the preseason in mid-September and finished the week after Homecoming.

On Sunday of Homecoming Weekend, the Bears traveled to Neumann College in Chester, Pa. In the tournament, they played Centenary College, Neumann College, and Delaware County Community College, losing all three games 18-1, 12-1, and 4-0, respectively.

It was a learning experience, freshman defender Dan McGowan said.

Throughout the three games, we got a lot to learn, and towards the end, we really came together as a team.
Bears field hockey rocks Rider, finishes season with Patriot League win

Although it is sad to say that the Bears' field hockey season ever, they finished the season with two straight wins at home, the last one in the Patriot League. The girls improved their record to 6-12 for the season, and 2-4 in the Patriot League.

On Wednesday, Oct. 28, Ursinus played a close game against Rider College. After a scoreless half, junior Julie Lowell noted the team's first goal to make the score 1-0. The game then went overtime as Rider matched Ursinus' goal later in the second half. It was then junior Liz Umbro who came up with the game winner as she scored only eight minutes into the overtime period.

The defense prevented any more scoring by Rider, including seven saves by sophomore keeper Nicole Montrelli. The Bears' win over Rider, 2-1, gave them a confidence boost to play their last game versus Colgate University on Saturday, Oct. 28, which ended up being a great day to close out the season, with the Bears winning over Colgate, 4-2.

"What an awesome way to close the season," junior Allison Vast sold the win about the win. "It really put us in perspective how much we as a team have improved since preseason." Scoring for the Bears were seniors Heidi Rhodes and Susie Russo, and juniors Vasti and Lowell. Montrelli finished with 17 saves for the Bears.

Although Ursinus will not advance to the Patriot League playoffs, the win over Colgate put the Bears ahead of them in the Patriot League standings, due to their better record overall.

In addition, the win knocked Colgate out of the running for the playoffs. Ursinus finished fifth in the league, where the top four teams advanced to post-season play. Lowell also received the Patriot League offensive player of the week award.

"I'm just happy for my team," Lowell said about the win. "They helped lead the team to the last two wins by scoring two goals and having one assist."

She finished as Ursinus' leading scorer with nine goals. She also tallied three assists for the season. As a team, the Bears improved greatly over last year. They doubled their wins, from 3-14-1 (Patnot) season to a 6-12-2 (Patnot) season. They also more than doubled their total goals scored, improving from 15 last season, to 31 in the 2000 season.

The Bears will lose four outstanding seniors, Heidi Rhodes, Diane Johnson, Katy Brewer, and Susie Russo. The younger players will have to step up and fill their vacancies, but should have no problems doing that. The Ursinus field hockey team weathered its ups and downs this season, but definitely ended on a positive note, showing promise for even more improvement in the future.

XC takes on WMC course at Conference Champs

The Ursinus men's and women's cross country team traveled to Western Maryland College in Westminster, MD for the Continental Conference Cross Country Championships, held on Saturday, Oct. 28.

Haverford, Swarthmore, Western Maryland, Bryn Mawr, Dickinson, Gettysburg, Franklin & Marshall, Johns Hopkins, and Muhlenberg were among the colleges that participated.

The women placed eighth out of the ten teams. The past years have seen the women at the bottom of the finishers.

Junior Leslie Gilb finished 18th in 26:56, freshman Kate Dougherty came in 55th in 21:06, and seniors Bridget Barnes and Amanda Johnson finished 43rd and 74th, respectively for the Bears.

The men, with only three competitors, were unable to place as a team. Brian Forde finished 32nd in 24:35, with only 26 places behind him. Senior Mike Kupfer finished 43rd in 29:33. The 73rd place went to senior Josh Polonsky, who finished in 31:56.

The women are not competing in the Mid-Atlantic Regional Cross Country competition on Nov. 11. The men will be traveling to Dickinson College for the event.

UC Athletes Of The Week

Jody Smith, '01
Volleyball

Nickname: Joda
Major: Communication
Minor: German
Hometown: Landisville, PA
High School: Hempfield HS

Favorite Class at UC: Public Communication with Dr. Edwards

Athletic Accomplishments:
- Softball MVP 1999
- All-American Softball 1999 & 2000
- Centennial Honor Roll 1998-2000
- Co-Captain Volleyball
- Captain Softball 2001

Teammates Say:
Assistant Coach Dana DelleDonne: "She is a true leader on and off the court. Being a senior and co-captain she always be looking on the bright side by the team and get things done."

Lyle Hemphill, '02
Football

Nickname: None
Major: Politics
Minor: Coaching
Hometown: Wilmington, DE
High School: St. Elizabeth HS

Favorite Class at UC: Sociology

Athletic Accomplishments:
- Named Conference Player of the Week

Teammates Say:
Junior Eric Cowie and Mike Date: "His heart is bigger than his hair and other things are bigger than his hair."

Inspirational Icon: "Joe Cool; He's showed me that event and even if you grow old and fragile, you still have big games against Swarthmore."

After UC, I see myself: "Starting a low budget movie."